Abstract.
In the setting of the CE/SE method, a new and unified wall boundary treatment for the Navier-Stokes and Euler Equations is proposed. In essence, the shear stress exerted on the fluid by a wall is modeled as a source term as a part of local spacetime flux conservation in the vicinity of a wall boundary. When the fluid is inviscid, the source term vanishes and the boundary condition reduces to the usual "slip" condition. On the other hand, when the fluid is viscous, the source-term effect is consistent with the traditional no-slip condition. Numerical results show that the new treatment is robust, efficient and accurate for viscous and inviscid flows. where him = (fire, gim, urn), and hvm = (fvm, gym, 0).
In the 2D CE/SE method [2], the space-time mesh used ( Fig.l(a) ) is constructed from a spatiM triangle mesh ( Fig.l(b) ). The unknowns are stored at the space-time mesh points (marked by squares and circles in Fig.l(a) ) with their spatial projections being the centroids of the triangles depicted in Fig.1 (b) . Each terms, only these additional treatments will be discussed in this paper.
To proceed, note that the third (time) component of each vanishes. Thus, in calculating the total viscous flux leaving a CE (such as CE (2)) through its boundary, we only need to evaluate the viscous fluxes leaving the CE through its four lateral surfaces ABAIB _, BGB_G _, GFG_F _ and FAF_A r. To expain how they are evaluated, as an example, we consider the surface FAF_A ' (Fig.l(c) ).
Let AS = (Sz, Su, 0) be the unit outward normal vector of FAF'A' multiplied by its area. Then Since the above scheme is constructed using a triangular mesh, it is compatible with unstructured meshes. In addition, the above scheme has been extended to become 3D NS solvers, which however is out of the scope of this paper.
Unified Wall Boundary Treatment
For simplicity, consider the horizontal wall depicted in Fig. 2(a elements CE (i), i = 1,2, 3 ( Fig. 2(b) ). However, a special treatment for the calculation involving CE O) is needed due to the wall boundary lying across CE (1).
Let (i) the viscosity # be a constant; (ii) the wall be an insulated wall; (iii)
S be the area of the rectangle DFF'D'; (iv) Q+ and Q_, respectively, be the points immediately above and below the centoid Q of DFF_Dq Then, because 
